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WHERE ARE WE HEADED?
The legal industry crystal ball is no more clear than any other sector, and given the
challenges that have arrived in the last few years, we are likely to see more unknowns than
many industries in the future. These unknowns emphasize the necessary adaptability and
agility skills that are not comfortably common in law firms, and that would be best to start
addressing in 2017.
The Nesso consulting model includes nine pillars of successful firms. These build a solid
foundation, so the more attention is placed evenly among the pillars, the more success will
be achieved. This doesn’t mean even application, rather, we look at these areas for
significant gaps to address in maximizing profitability. Using this lens and current trends,
here’s what we see happening in the legal industry in 2017.
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PEOPLE: TRAINING UP
According to the Pew Research Center 73% of adults consider themselves lifelong learners
and 63% of those who are working (roughly 36% of all adults) are professional learners.
Professional learners are defined as those people who have taken a course or had additional
training in the past 12 months to improve their job skills or expertise connected to career
advancement. All that focus on learning will lead to an increased focus on developing leaders.
Leadership development will continue to grow as firms recognize that profitability is tied to
good leadership, including practice groups, management committees, managing partners, and
business managers. These leadership skills include communication and feedback, managing
and motivating others, diversity and inclusion, interviewing, and meeting management.
Work teams will continue to be formed and honed, and skills like feedback, delegation, and
communication will be required. Most firms currently have a history of reporting structures
that aren’t team oriented, so these skills, among others, will be essential for continual
efficiency and effectiveness.
Coaching will also increase. With the recent introduction of coaching circles, there will
be more rapid adoption of coaching as a profession inside law firms. One distinction
among coaches is certification. If your firm has an internal coach, are they certified? The
International Coach Federation reports that only 26% of internal coaches are certified, while
56% of external coaches maintain certification. Look for this profession to evolve in law firms,
including the increased emphasis on credentialed coaches as partners in law firms. Expect
coaching to be not only for business development, but also as a benefit for employees.
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PROCESS: PROFIT PRACTICES
The industry decline in overall work has finally woken the efficiency beast in firms. Firms
will focus more on technology, which will drive both staffing ratios and profit margins higher.
Deliberate attention to practice management in firms of all sizes will also create more
margins, including even more efforts toward paperless firms.
Practice management will include measuring matter profitability and using realization to
determine rates instead of the traditional annual bumps to standard rates. Matter profitability
will turn into offering alternative fee agreements — something clients have been asking for
and will demand in the future.
Also, expect the diversity & inclusion practices of your firm to intersect the business interests
of corporations with higher pressure on addressing both the numbers as well as the culture
of your firm with respect to bias and inclusiveness of your employees. Firms who are slow to
address diversity will find themselves left out of the larger corporation opportunities.

PERFORMANCE: PRACTICE AREAS
It might be too early to forecast the impact of a new political climate on our industry,
although some solid guesses include gains in immigration and environmental law. Regulatory
and transactional practices also look promising as the climate shifts to more business-focused
governance.
The most important continued industry evolution will be in client service. This ongoing
movement may seem old, and it should be. Expect a more client-centric environment. Firms
will finally become business partners with their clients, looking for solutions that are win-win,
including AFA’s, and community-service partnerships. The phrase glocal will come home to
roost – global focus on local communities.
Business development programs, including coaches and mentoring, will take shape in a
more formal way. (Allen et al 2004) found compensation and promotion to be higher in mentored
individuals. Couple this increase with a large workforce of less experienced attorneys and
mentoring programs will make both sense and cents.
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LEADER: SUCCESS IN TRANSITIONS
Leadership development changes were already mentioned here and part of that inertia
for leaders will be the transition for firms as firm founders and senior attorneys approach
retirement. Leaders will be developing succession and ascension plans as retention tools —
both to retain attorneys and clients and have sustainability in financing departures. Another
part of this change will be the realization that powerful leaders influence profitability. Zenger
and Folkman report top level managers enjoy three times the profit of average managers.
Look for leadership development programs to focus on practice group leaders, particularly
with more intentionality toward the selection and term limits of practice group leaders.
Expect to also see a shift to business-oriented leadership. More and more firms will embrace
the non-lawyer leader as essential to the success of the firm. Incorporating business-focused
non-lawyer leaders into strategic planning and lawyer accountability shifts the legal industry
toward a more corporate structure, which will benefit profitability and client relationships. As
we have bottomed out in employee engagement, exceptional leaders have proven to increase
discretionary effort, a cornerstone of highly engaged employees. As the late Peter Drucker
reported, the top 20% of leadership enjoys between 42-58% of highly committed employees.
Engagement surveys may guide initiatives in firms, but the implementation of initiatives by
the leaders will determine the levels of future engagement.

3 X MORE
TOP LEVEL MANAGERS ENJOY

3X MORE PROFIT
THAN AVERAGE MANAGERS
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THE TOP 20% OF LEADERSHIP
ENJOYS 42-58% OF HIGHLY
COMMITTED EMPLOYEES

FOLLOWER: BUILDING THEM
We will continue to experience a unique gap in knowledge as Baby Boomers leave the workforce
leaving less Gen X’ers available to replace them. Who will replace these knowledge workers?
How will firms capture their expertise and client base before they go? These challenges will
drive more and more mentoring programs into structured formats that include application forms
for both mentors and mentees and evaluation forms after the commitment concludes.
Look for opportunities to engage these less experienced folks in association and non-profit
volunteer leadership to assist in developing their leadership and business skills, particularly
if your firm doesn’t already include business skills training for your associates. Firms that
create these opportunities will have a distinct advantage as recruiting talented lawyers with
experience tightens significantly, along with shrinking numbers of law school applicants.
Retention will become a competitive advantage.
More peer-to-peer programs will appear as ways to
continue passing information to the new workforce
majority, who will arrive with far less experience.
Orientation programs will develop into yearlong
meetings, both for knowledge and for relationship
development (retention).

MILLENIALS ARE FOCUSED
ON WORK/LIFE BALANCE
AND ABILITY TO ADVANCE
INTO LEADERSHIP ROLES.

A generation focused on contribution and community involvement will begin taking the reins
of law firms, and as a result, expect a stronger alignment toward purpose-oriented work that
leads to higher fulfilment. This includes pro-bono projects along with stronger bonds with
clients.

1.6 X MORE
THERE ARE 1.6 TIMES MORE
MILLENIALS THAN GEN X’ERS
IN THE WORKFORCE
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MILLENIALS WILL MAKE UP
50% OF THE WORKFORCE
BY 2030

CULTURE: CRAFTING IT
Recently lawyers began recognizing that being intentional about the culture of their firms is
an excellent recruiting and retention tool. More and more decisions will be made after asking
about the impact on the culture of the firm. This focus on culture aligns with the increased
awareness of inclusion, and approaching unconscious bias with diligence and determination,
moving value and mission statements from words on firm websites to living and breathing
conversations.
Look for firms to define their culture with more precision and to include more community
involvement, remote working opportunities, and team-oriented service. More firms will
develop charitable arms or focused partnerships with specific non-profits that align with firm
values.

STRATEGY: ADHERENCE
The legal industry is experiencing unprecedented
change, and has operated in a reactive mentality for
many years. Firms will begin to put more emphasis on
strategy. Expect strategic plans that build in timelines
for follow up and revision, so they are active and
revisited, which will help the transition from re-action
to pro-action.
Firms who have invested time, talent, and treasure in
their plans understand the benefits, and yet they are
the minority in the industry. Looking 3-5 years down
the road, speaking honestly in your discussions and
evaluations, and leaving with tangible action items
are essential components to developing a strategic
plan that stays alive.

CREATING A PLAN
THAT LASTS
· LOOK 3-5 YEARS
DOWN THE ROAD
· SPEAK HONESTLY IN
YOUR DISCUSSIONS
AND EVALUATIONS
· LEAVE WITH TANGIBLE
ACTION ITEMS

Another evolution will be the shift to create a strategy for advancing to equity partner
which is beyond origination. Firms will look for strategic thinkers who are comfortable
measuring profitability at the matter level, nurturing firm-centric relationships, and looking at
compensation models with more than origination as the measure.
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TACTICS: SMALL STEPS
When creating change, or following along with your strategic plan, creating small action items
will be essential to move firms forward. Action items follow good meeting structure, and
profitability follows good meetings. Succession plans require action items on a regular and
focused basis — another place where tactics will be required.
Firms who are disciplined in the action steps of their strategic plans will reap great benefits
as the business of law becomes the norm.

ACCOUNTABILITY: THE WAY FORWARD
New initiatives, strategic plans, and changes in practice are more hopeful than visible without
accountability. The firm who builds accountability into their culture, their projects, and their
meetings will have a definite advantage in the next few years. What gets measured gets
monitored, so create your scorecard and begin monitoring your efforts. Looking at how you
can adhere to timelines and creating responsibility for aspects of projects will be essential as
the rate of change in the industry remains dizzying.

THE KEY: BALANCE THE PILLARS
The industry is rapidly evolving and firms that attend to these nine pillars will see the key
indicators of profitability rise — retention, engagement, and client service. The delicate
balance of attending to each area, without dominance in one, will be the most important
charge of law firm leaders in the next three years.
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MEET JUDY
JUDY HISSONG, CLM
President, Nesso Strategies
Speaker | Coach | Consultant

Judy earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting
from Huntingdon College, and her Master’s Degree
in Sports Management from the University of
Richmond. In addition to her Professional Coaching
Certification, she is a licensed provider for the suite
of emotional intelligence tools provided by Personal
Strengths Publishing, and also for the Living Your
Vision process. She is a Certified Legal Manager.
She resides in San Diego, CA.

HEALTH Judy Hissong was a professional athlete

and has been an ACE Certified Personal Trainer
since 1993. She has designed personal training
programs for professional athletes and for business
professionals. She writes articles on the importance
of health and exercise to maintain productive
workload and provide work/life balance. She has
been a presenter at many international conferences
on the topic of work/life balance and stress
management in the workplace. She is an Accredited
Life Coach working with individuals who know
they can achieve more (personally, professionally,
or both) and want to overcome their obstacles
to success. She works with teams (athletic and
corporate) who want to break through their current
performance ceiling to achieve the next level.

BUSINESS With over 15 years in leadership roles

inside professional service organizations, Judy
provides a wealth of knowledge and expertise in
leadership, emotional intelligence, and successful
business planning. She is a sought after speaker
and facilitator on topics of emotional intelligence,
strategic and long range planning, leadership
development and accountability, and job coaching.
She writes articles on the importance of leadership
and strategic planning in the success of business,
and has been an instructor for the University of
California San Diego in their Certificated Program
for Paralegals.

LIFE This unique combination of business and

wellness led Judy to create Nesso Strategies. Her
energy is contagious, and her message is powerful
and simple. She partners with organizations to
develop profit-oriented strategies based on her
business acumen and her team-oriented approach.
She is here to guide individuals toward balance in
their workdays, and their personal lives. Now that
makes sense and cents.

If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more
and become more, you are a leader. —John Quincy Adams
Bachelors Degree in Accounting | Masters Degree in Sports Management | Certified Professional Coach | Former Professional
Athlete | Licensed Provider of Emotional Intelligence Tools | Certified Living Your Vision Coach | Certified Legal Manager |
ACE Certified Personal Trainer | ICF Professional Certified Coach
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JUDY HISSONG,clm
Program or Topic of Interest

President | Nesso Strategies

619.546.7885
Message

judy@nessostrategies.com
nessostrategies.com

Join the conversation in
her LinkedIn Group:
Engaging Legal Leaders
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